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1 Introduction

When searching for a new technology or manufacturing process, Örms frequently hire

researchers to search for the best alternative. The development of a new drug to treat

hypertension, the design of a new a security to hedge currency risks, or the development of

a new technology to improve production or service are all examples of tasks that are often

delegated to agents specializing in doing research and Önding solutions. This paper studies

how best to contract with agents to search and do research to discover new technology

and methods for production.

A principal who hires an agent to search must overcome two information obstacles.

First, there is a hidden action problem in so far as the agentís e¤ort in discovery is nearly

impossible to observe. Second, the principal is unlikely to know what discoveries have

actually resulted from the agentís search, thus leading to a hidden information problem.

Hence, the principal must acquire information about the agentís progress to know what

additional work remains to be done as well as how much further e¤ort is needed to complete

this work. These information problems frequently lead to cost overruns, holdup,and delays

in delivery of desired products and services. The procurerís ability to solve these agency

problems turns on whether he can observe and monitor the agentís actions and commit to

incentive payments and terms that a¤ect the agentís performance.

Logically, there are two approaches to organize an agency search for the best alternative.

First, when hiring an agent to work in a supervised setting, the principal is able to monitor

the agentís progress. By appropriately rewarding the agentís successes, the principal can

e¤ectively control the agentís amount of e¤ort. While monitored search may work well in

principle, it may be costly to implement if discoveries are di¢ cult to evaluate. A second

alternative is for the principal to delegate search decisions to an independent agent. Under

delegated search the agent works at her own rate to discover new solutions, and decides

if and when to disclose her Öndings to the principal. Delegated search minimizes the

principalís cost of acquiring information, but makes it more di¢ cult to manage the agent

in the process.

In this paper we characterize the optimal dynamic agency contract and structure for

implementing a search for the best alternative. Our analysis considers how the agent is

evaluated and rewarded, the duration of her employment, how the agent is managed as the
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search progresses and how to tailor contracts to di¤erent settings where search is monitored

or delegated. For our analysis we develop a continuous-time, sequential-search model for

a setting in which a risk-neutral agent or (agents) are employed by a risk-neutral principal

to discover a new technology or process. The principal o¤ers the agent a sequence of

short term contracts, which may be renegotiated to the mutual advantage of both parties

after each period. A contract stipulates how the agent is evaluated and paid and the

conditions for termination due to poor performance. The agent is wealth constrained and

is therefore unable to post a bond or acquire an equity share in the project to insure her

performance. Hence the setting we examine is one of a long term relationship governed

by a series of short term agreements in which the parties can only commit to actions that

are individually rational at each stage going forward.

At each instant, the agent chooses a level of search e¤ort. Higher e¤ort levels increase

the chance of drawing a discovery from a known distribution. The agent is allowed to recall

past discoveries and at each point in time she retains the highest discovery achieved so far.

Discoveries have two potential e¤ects. First, they may provide surplus to the principal

conditional on adoption. Second, discoveries provide surplus to the agent, who can search

at lower marginal cost in the future and enjoy non-pecuniary and private beneÖts from

the knowledge he has acquired.1

The presence of these beneÖts that accumulate with each discovery is fundamental to

the agency relationship and how it changes as the search progresses. Whenever a discovery

decreases the cost of e¤ort for the future, the agentís incentives to search in the future

to complete the search increase. Suchdiscovery increasing incentives reduce the rewards

required to induce the agent to perform. On the other hand, when discovery increases the

agentís accumulated private beneÖts from the search, his incentives to search further are

reduced, since the remaining beneÖts from making another discovery are decreased. Such

discovery decreasing incentives increase the rewards that the agent must receive to induce

him to continue searching. While these beneÖts would appear to be desirable by-products

of agency search, they may complicate the management of the agent for some types of

search.

For instance under monitored search, the principal can measure and reward the agentís

progress to induce a desired level of e¤ort. The compensation consists of a share of the
1See Stern (2004) for evidence on the importance of such beneÖts for researchers.
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surplus created after the search is Önished. However the principalís inability to commit long

term constrains the contract provisions he can credibly o¤er. We Önd that contract terms

can only depend only on the current state of the search and not on the agentís previous

performance. A threat to terminate the agent for non performance or to reduce payment for

late discovery is not credible. Moreover after observing an increasing incentives discovery,

the principal is forced to ratchet down future discovery payments, realizing the agent

searches more intensely as his e¤ort costs decline. In contrast the principal increase rewards

for further discoveries after an decreasing incentives discovery, because he knows the agent

is less interested in searching further. The ability of the principal to monitor enables the

principal to address any conáicts of interest that might arise as the search progresses.

Nonetheless, the agency costs of monitored search will cause the principal to search slower

and less extensively as compared to the Örst-best search he undertakes working for himself.

When the principal is unable to monitor results he must delegate search decisions to

the privately informed agent who observes the state of the search at each instant. The

delegated search contract di¤ers in important ways from the agreements described above.

Under delegation, the contract is based on the agentís disclosures and the principalís

evaluation of her progress. The agent may disclose all or a part of a discovery. The

inability to track the agentís progress limits the adjustments in payments the principal

can implement. Surprisingly, however, the principal can implement the monitored search

program through delegation when discoveries increase incentives for further search. In this

setting the principal pays the agent for any disclosure that will cause future payment to

decrease. The agent is paid after each discovery, unlike monitored search where he receives

a share of the Önal search surplus. Although the timing of payments di¤ers, the agentís

expected compensation is the same under monitored and delegated search. Hence the rate

and extent of discovery is identical for both searches.

In contrast it is not possible to replicate monitored search through delegation when

discoveries decease incentives. Under delegation the agent increases future payments to

the agent after a discovery since her incentives to perform decrease. Hence the agent has

an incentive to delay the disclosure of search-ending discovery, to compel the principal to

increase search incentives. As a result we Önd that the agent will gradually disclose his

discoveries to gain higher rewards. In turn the principal will wait to increase payments

until he is convinced that greater incentives are required. A form of Coasian conjecturing
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about the agentís ìtypeî exists here. The result of this ìtwo-sided holdupî is that the

disclosure of discoveries is delayed and the agentís payment for discoveries is driven up.

Our analysis is related to a well-established and growing literature on information

and agency theory. This literature, including Frexias, La¤ont, and Tirole (1988), Hart

and Tirole (1988), and La¤ont and Tirole (1993), attempts to trace out the impacts of

information áows on optimal contracts to manage dynamic adverse selection problems. Our

analysis demonstrates how ratcheting and gradual disclosure of progress that are common

in agency relationships with limited commitment also exist in agency search. Moreover

the "type" of agent is shown to evolve endogenously in our analysis of sequential search.

The advantage of monitoring in a dynamic setting that we address is related to ear-

lier analyses of monitoring and auditing that include Baron and Besanko (1984), and

Mookherjee and Png (1989). The distinction between monitoring and self disclosure that

we emphasize is also addressed in the law and economics papers by Kaplow and Shavell

(1994), and more generally by Shin (1994) and Lewis and Poitevin (1997). The issue of

delegating decisions to better informed agents has been studied in various contexts by

Lewis and Sappington (1997), Aghion and Tirole (1997), and Cremer, Khalil, and Rochet

(1998). Our analysis extends these studies to a dynamic setting where an agentís expertise

pertains to what future actions should be taken.

This paper is also related to a growing literature on optimal dynamic contracting in

recursive programming models of agency relationships (Green, 1987, Spear and Srivastava,

1987, and Atkeson, 1991). Recent analyses in Önance of the optimal capital structure

in dynamic agency models including Fishman and DeMarzo (2007), as well as dynamic

agency models of the Örm including Albuquerque and Hopenhayn (2004), Clementi and

Hopenhayn (2006), focus on the impact of agency relationships on capital structure and

Örm performance.

With respect to optimal search processes virtually all of the extensive literature ab-

stracts from the agency problem on which we focus, with a few exceptions.2 The work

on optimal unemployment insurance (see Shavell and Weiss, 1979, and Hopenhayn and

Nicolini, 1997) concentrates on the tradeo¤ between risk sharing and incentives for search
2In the real estate literature, some papers have recognized the importance of adding agency considera-

tions to the sequential search model, but have not characterized the solution to the problem. The closest
contribution in that literature is Arnold (1989), who argues that the Örst best outcome is not a solution
to the problem once agency considerations are introduced. Here, we provide a full characterization of the
second best solution.
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in a repeated moral hazard setting. In contrast our analysis is focused on the interaction

of the agentís incentives to exert search e¤ort with agentís incentives to report the private

information the agent acquires during the search process. Also, in our model the conáict

of interest between principal and agent evolves as the relationship progress, due to the

private beneÖts that result from new discoveries. These dynamic aspects are absent in the

optimal unemployment insurance literature.

Our analysis is also related to the literature on learning in the presence of agency

distortions. For instance Neher (1999) and Bergemann and Hege (2005) focus on the

problems created by the limited commitment generated by inability of the principal to

commit not to renegotiate ex-post suboptimal contractual arrangements.3 These issues

are addressed by our analysis in the context of sequential search.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 formulates the model and reports the Örst-

best solution in the absence of agency problems. Section 3 analyzes monitored search.

Section 4 characterizes the solution under delegated search. Section 5 concludes.

2 Direct Search

This section introduces our basic model of search. The model is Örst described in discrete

time and subsequently transformed into continuous time for easier computations. As a

benchmark for that analysis we characterize optimal direct search that is carried out by

the principal.

2.1 Model of Sequential Search

A risk neutral principal seeks to discover a technology represented byv 2 [v; �v] � R+

were is 0 � v < �v < 1: The principal adopts the technology after discovery to produce

a good yielding a áow surplus of ! (v) : This surplus represents the value of a good or

process embedded with technology,v: The principal may also derive an interim beneÖt of

w (v) from the technology as it is adopted to improve his production process as the time of

discovery. The Önal and interim surpluses are assumed to be a smooth increasing functions

of v; with !v; wv � 0 for all v:

We model discovery as a sequential search process. Technologies,v, are drawn with
3See also Dewatripont and Maskin (1995) and Cornelli and Yosha (2003).
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recall and replacement from a known and stationary distribution function F (v), with

density f (v) = F 0 (v) > 0 for v 2 [v; �v].4 The principal exerts e¤ort e � 0; to make

random draws from F (v) at the rate of � (e) : We assume that� (e) = e for  2 (0; 1) :
Although this speciÖcation is not necessary for our results, it does simplify the analysis

to follow. Given � (e) ; the probability of drawing a technology exceedingv during a time

period � > 0 is � (e) ~F (v)� where ~F (v) = 1 � F (v) is the probability of drawing a

technology exceedingv:

There is a variable cost of searching,c (v) e. We assume that unit cost c (v) declines

at the rate of cv � 0 with improved technology. This arises from process innovation that

makes search more e¢ cient.5 Aside from search costs, there is a beneÖtg (v) that accrues

to the searcher as a result of the search process. This beneÖt reáects value derived from

learning and discovering the technology that the searcher may use in other related tasks.

This beneÖt is assumed to be increasing with the technology at the rategv � 0. DeÖne

C (e; v) = c (v) e� g (v).

2.2 Direct Search by Principal

Let W p
t (v) denote the principalís expected search surplus starting at technologyv at time

t: The discount factor is � = 1
1+r�

where� > 0 is the length between periods andr > 0

is the rate of discount. At each instant, the principal may terminate search and receive a

perpetual áow of surplus valued at �!(v)
1�� ; or continue searching to Önd a better technology.

The principalís surplus, is then recursively deÖned in the following dynamic program

W p
t (v) = max

ept

8<:
�Wt+� (v) + � (g (v)_w(v)� c (v) ept (v))

+��� (ept )
R �v
v

�
W p
t+� (v

0)�W p
t+� (v)

�
dF (v0) :

9=; (1)

The continuation surplus consists of next periodís surplus, plus the net surplus áow mul-

tiplied by the period duration, � plus the expected appreciation in surplus.

Under standard conditions, McCall (1970) shows that the solution to (1) is character-

ized by a unique technology level̂vp 2 (v; �v) such that

W p
t (v)

�
>
�

�
�! (v̂)

1� � for
�
v < v̂p

v � v̂p;

�
(2)

4We abstract from issues of learning about the distribution of values. While such issues are important
for some applications, they are not critical for our analysis.

5Costs may also decline with learning by doing as one learns more about the technology.
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so that it is optimal to terminate search for v � v̂p.6 To incorporate the stopping condition

(2) in the problem above and to allow for a continuous time transformation of the analysis,

we rewrite (1) in terms of �, so that

W p
t (v) = max

ept

�
1

1 + r�
Wt+� (v) + � (g (v) + w(v)� c (v) ept (v)) (3)

+
1

1 + r�
�� (ept )

Z v̂p

v

�
W p
t+� (v

0)�W p
t+� (v)

�
dF

�
+

1

1 + r�
�� (ept )

Z �v

v̂p

�
�! (v0)

r�
�W p

t+� (v)

�
dF (v0)

After multiplying both sides of (3) by (1 + r�) and dividing both sides by � and rear-

ranging terms we obtain

rW p
t (v) =

W p
t+�(v)�W

p
t (v)

�
+max

ept

f(1 + r�) (g (v) + w(v)� c (v) ept (v)) (4)

+ � (ept )

Z v̂p

v

�
W p
t+� (v

0)�W p
t+� (v)

�
dF

�
+� (ept )

Z �v

v̂p

�
! (v0)

r
�W p

t+� (v)

�
dF (v0) :

Notice that W p
t+�(v)�W

p
t (v) = 0 asW p

t does not depend explicitly on time. Hence taking

the limit as �! 0 in (4) we obtain:

rW p (v) = max
ep
(w (v) + g (v)� c (v) ep (v))+� (ep (v))

0B@
R v̂p
v
[W p (v0)�W p (v)] dF

+
R �v
v̂p

�
!(v0)
r
�W p (v)

�
dF (v0)

1CA :
(5)

Equation (5) makes clear that the principalís search problem in continuous time (as

well as discrete time) is stationary and depends only on the current technologyv: While

search is ongoing, optimal e¤ortep (v) is characterized by

�c (v) + �0 (ep)

0B@
R v̂p
v
[W p (v0)�W p (v)] dF

+
R �v
v̂p

h
!(v0)
r
�W p (v)

i
dF

1CA = 0:

6The condition is that there are diminishing returns from search for su¢ ciently high technologies. For
our setting this requires that at v̂p

W p (v̂p) =
! (v̂p)

r
and

W p
v (v̂

p) <
!v (v̂

p)

r
These conditions are satisÖed whenever!v (v) is su¢ ciently large. This implies that terminal beneÖts
from discovery are increasing su¢ ciently fast with technology.
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In general optimal e¤ort will vary as the costs and beneÖts from search change with the

current technology. The principal searches optimally until a critical discovery is achieved

whereby gains from future search are exhausted. This occurs at the critical technologŷvp

where

W p (v̂p) =
! (v̂p)

r
:

These results are summarized in the following:

Proposition 0: Under direct search discovery proceeds at the optimal rate until technol-

ogy level v̂p is discovered:

(i) Under optimal discovery: ep (v) =
�
argmaxeW

p (v) for v � v̂p
0 for v > v̂p:

(ii) Stopping point exhaust gains from search: W p (v̂p)� !(v̂p)
r
= 0:

(iii) E¤ort changes with v at the rate ev =
�cve (

r+� ~F�� ~F)


�(gv+wv)� ~F
c(v)e(v)(r+� ~F)

Proof: The proof follows from standard arguments and is thus omitted. All other formal

results not proved in the body of the paper appear in the Appendix.

Proposition 0 outlines some important properties of optimal search with implications

for the analysis to follow. The Örst implication follows from property (iii) which indicates

that search intensity is adjusted with each new innovation. When search costs decline, the

rate of e¤ort increases. This suggests under monitored search that the agentís progress

should be checked regularly to make desired adjustments in his incentives to discover.

Moreover under delegated search, the agent must be induced to make his own adjustments

based on his private knowledge of discovery. A second implication is the agent may beneÖt

from intermediate discoveries that reduce his cost of future search and increase his private

beneÖts from search. This may cause dynamic conáicts of interest between the agent and

principal who may value innovation di¤erently. This conáict may present a problem for

the principal particularly when search is delegated to an agent.

3 Monitored Search

In this section we analyze contracting for search where the agentís progress can be mon-

itored and publicly observed. We refer to this asmonitored search and compare it with
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delegated search where monitoring is not possible in Section 4. The monitoring contract

provisions are Örst described in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 deÖnes the renegotiation proof

subgame perfect and Markov perfect equilibrium for our setting. We conjecture that the

two equilibria are equivalent so that we may restrict attention to Markov Equilibria in our

analysis. Accordingly we solve for the unique Markov Perfect equilibrium and describe the

properties of the agency search contract in Section 3.3. Finally we conÖrm the equivalence

between the Markov and weakly renegotiation proof equilibrium in Section 3.4

3.1 Monitored Search Contracts

Under monitored search the principal is unable or unwilling to conduct the search. Instead

he hires one or several workers from an inÖnite homogenous pool of agents to search on her

behalf.7 Each agent has the same search technology,� (e), and the same search áow costs

and beneÖtsc (v) e and g (v) as the principal. Hence, monitored search di¤ers only from

direct search in that the work is performed by an agent whose e¤ort can not be observed

or contracted on directly.

Agents are risk neutral and have an outside opportunity wage that is normalized to

zero. Moreover agents are wealth constrained and can not make positive payments to the

principal either to post a performance bond or to purchase an equity share in the Örm.

The agentís e¤ort at searching canít be observed or veriÖed. Therefore the agent must be

induced to search by receiving positive rewards from the principal for discoveries that she

makes.

The principal hires one agent at a time to search. We assume the parties are unable to

commit to long term agreements. Rather the agency relationship is governed by a sequence

of short term contracts that are revised after each period. The inability of the principal

to commit arises because Örm managers rotate frequently between di¤erent assignments

within the Örm or between di¤erent Örms and consequently are not able to oversee and

enforce long term agreements that may bind their successors to a possibly non optimal

policy.

The interaction between the agent and principal proceeds as follows. At the beginning

of each periodt; the principal decides to continue searching or to quit. If he continues,
7We assume the principal is only capable of monitoring one agent at a time. The analysis can be easily

be extended to consider the simultaneous monitoring of numerous agents.
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he o¤ers a one period contract denoted by�t = f� t; �tg to the incumbent agent. Under

the contract, the agent is promised a reward� t � 0 and a probability �t 2 [0; 1] of being

terminated at the end of the period, conditional on the technology she discovers. Assuming

the agent accepts the contract (which she always does) she allocates e¤ortet � 0 search.

The results of search are then realized and the agent is paid and either terminated or

retained depending on the discovery she makes. If the agent is terminated, the principal

pays S > 0 to locate another agent for next period.

Formally the strategies of the players are described as follows. The set,Ht; consists of

all public histories, ht; that includes the set of events and decisions that are observedby

both players prior to time t; where a history ht is given by

ht =
�
�1; :::; �t�1; v1; :::; vt�1; ~�1; :::; ~�t�1

	
:

The history consists of the sequence of previous contract terms�t0 = f� t0 ; �t0g, the realiza-

tion of technologiesvt0 and ~�t0 the termination or retention decision following discovery.8

By convention, the technology vt0 is set equal to 0 whenever the agent fails to draw a

sample fromF (v) : Note that the quitting decision is omitted from the history as it may

be inferred by whether the search is still on going or not.

The principalís contract strategy for payment is speciÖed by

� t : Ht � vt ! R+

The termination strategy is a randomized rule for releasing the current agent that maps

from the history and discovery outcome into a decision to retain(�t = 0) or terminate

(�t = 1),

�t : Ht � vt ! � f0; 1g ;

where� (ht; vt) 2 [0; 1] signiÖes the probability of termination. The agentís e¤ort allocation

is given by

et : Ht � �t ! R+:

Finally, after the realization of vt and the agent is either retained or terminated, the prin-

cipal decides whether to quit or continue searching. This quitting strategy is represented
8The agent can also observeet the e¤ort she allocates each period. The principal is unable to observe

e¤ort. This di¤erence in observable decisions is immaterial to the our analysis, provided the outcome of
the search is commonly observed.
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by

qt+1 : Ht � vt � ~�t ! f0; 1g ;

where qt = 0 indicates the search is terminated andqt = 1 means the search continues.

3.2 Equilibrium

In the setting we focus on, the principal and agent repeatedly negotiate contract terms to

govern the agentís search. The contracts are of short duration and they are renegotiated

after each period. Under monitored search, information about the outcome of the previous

periodís search is public whereas information on the e¤ort devoted to discovery is privately

known by the agent. For a given set of strategiesf�t; et; qtg1t=0 , we denote the value

function for the principal at time the beginning of period t by Wm (ht) and the surplus

function for the incumbent agent by �(ht) : In equilibrium, the game progresses through

a sequence of decisions with corresponding continuation values for the principal denoted

by Wm (�t j ht) ; and Wm (qt+1; ~�t; vt; �t j ht) and �m (et; �t j ht) for the agent.

DeÖnition: A subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) is a strategy proÖle

f�mt ; emt ; �mt ; qmt g
1
t=1

such that for all ht

Wm (�mt j ht) � Wm (�t j ht) for all �t
�(emt ; �t j ht) � �(et; �t j ht) for all et
Wm

�
qmt+1; ~�t; vt; �t j ht

�
� Wm (qt+1; ~�t; vt; �t j ht) for all qt+1:

The three sets of optimality conditions reáect the contract decision, the e¤ort allo-

cation and the quit or continue decision that occur in sequence within and across each

period. A particularly appealing subset of subgame perfect equilibrium, are those that

are mutually preferable to the parties at each stage of the game. Such equilibrium are

renegotiation proof in the sense that there does not exists an alternative pair of subgame

perfect continuation strategies that the players would mutually prefer to adopt. This is an

important characteristic of equilibrium for our setting where parties are able to renegotiate

any arrangement to their mutual advantage in between periods. A particular reÖnement of

renegotiation proof equilibria, due to Farrell and Maskin,(89) requires that renegotiations

be time consistent in the sense that any renegotiation that was feasible at one subgame is
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also feasible at another subgame that begins from the same (payo¤ relevant) history. For

our setting, the payo¤ relevant history of the game isvht the highest technology discovered

prior to t: More formally we deÖne the renegotiation reÖnement by,

DeÖnition: A subgame perfect equilibrium f�mt ; emt ; �mt ; qmt g
1
t=1 is weakly renegotiation

proof provided that for all histories ht and ht0 such that vht = vh0t there is no contin-

uation equilibrium such that (Wm (ht) ;�
m (ht)) � (Wm (h0t) ;�

m (h0t)) with at least

one holding with strict inequality.

One particular SPE is the Markov perfect equilibrium where strategies only depend

on the payo¤ relevant history of the game. This equilibrium is both appealing to employ

because it conditions strategies on simple (and payo¤relevant) histories of play and because

it is simpler to compute than other subgame perfect equilibria with strategies depending

on arbitrary histories of play. Formally Markov Perfect Equilibrium are characterized by,

DeÖnition: A Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) is a subgame perfect equilibrium

f�mt ; emt ; �mt ; qmt g
1
t=1

such that for all di¤erent histories ht and h0t0 where vht = vh0t and all �t; qt;

�mt (ht) = �mt (h
0
t)

emt (ht; �t) = emt (h
0
t0 ; �t)

qmt+1 (ht;max [vht ; v] ; ~�t) = qmt+1
�
h0t0 ;max

�
vh0t ; v

�
; ~�t
�
:

In the analysis to follow we shall show Markov perfect equilibria are equivalent to

weakly renegotiation proof subgame perfect equilibrium in our setting. This allows us to

restrict attention to MPE in which strategies depend only on the payo¤ relevant history

of play. Such equilibria are easy to compute and straightforward to describe.

3.3 Characterization of Monitored Search

In this section we provide an informal derivation of the optimal agency contract for the

setting in which search discoveries are monitored. Following the Grossman and Hart

(1983) methodology for analyzing moral hazard, it is useful to Örst calculate the cost of

inducing agents to supply a given level of e¤ort. Once the agency cost of e¤ort supply

is known we can then determine what e¤ort maximizes the principalís expected surplus

under monitored search.9
9Grossman and Hartís (1983) analysis of static moral hazard is conveniently separated into two stages.

In the Örst stage they calculate the cost of inducing any desired e¤ort. In stage two they select the
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3.3.1 Costs of Inducing Agents to Search

Suppose that at the current technology,v; the principal wishes to induce e¤ort et (v) with

the contract �t (v) : The contract provides for a payment of � t (v0; v) and a termination

probability of �t (v0; v) for a discovery of v0 when the agent starts at v: Given �t (v) the

agent solves

�mt (v) = max
e(v)

��C (e (v) ; v) + (6)

��� (e (v))

Z �v

v

�mt+� (max (v
0; v) (1� �t (v0; v)) + � t (v0; v)) dF (v0)

� (1� � (e (v)�)) (1� �t (0; v))�mt+� (v) :

Itís apparent from (6) that the agentís reward can without loss of generality be paid

only upon completion of the search. This follows because the agent is risk neutral and

therefore cares only about the expected value of the payment she receives. When payment

is made only upon completion the principal can reduce rewards at interim stages without

violating wealth constraints, provided that the Önal payment is positive. Moreover the

principal avoids any unnecessary payments to agents who may eventually be terminated.

Assuming the principal stops search oncev > v̂m we can represent the terminal payment

by

F (v̂m) � t (v) =

Z �v

v

� t (v
0; v) dF (v0) :

In this case the agentís e¤ort choice satisÖes

c (v) = ��0 (e)

0@ R v̂m
v
�m (max (v0; v)) (1� � (v0; v))]dF (v0)

� (1� � (0; v))�m (v) + ~F (v̂) � (v)

1A : (7)

where we have dropped the subscriptt from all expressions as the solution is independent

of time. Solving for the payment � (v) that induces e (v) from (7) we obtain,

� (v) =
1

~F (v̂m)

0B@ (1� � (0; v))�m (v)�
R v̂m
v
�m (max (v0; v)) (1� � (v0; v)) dF

+ c(v)e(v)
��(e)

1CA : (8)

The principals total cost of inducing e (v) is

Cp (e (v)) = min
f�(v0;v)g

0@ S�� (e)
R v̂m
v
� (v0; v) dF (v0)

+ (1���(e)� (0; v) + � (v)�� (e) ~F (v̂m)

1A :
optimal e¤ort that maximzes the principalís surplus given the costs of e¤ort. We apply this approach to
our analysis of dynamic moral hazard.
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This cost is strictly increasing in � (v0; v) ; which implies it is never optimal to terminate

an agent who has just made a discovery. The rationale is that payments required by the

agent to perform are decreasing in the likelihood she will be retained once a discovery is

made. In e¤ect extending the agentís tenure is a reward for discovery that substitutes for

a monetary payment. Hence an agentís tenure should be most secure after a discovery.

In contrast, the principalís payment to the principal declines with � (0; v) : This is

evident from from totally di¤erentiating (8) to obtain d� (v) =d� (0; v) = ��(v)
~F (v̂m)

< 0. In-

tuitively, the threat of termination is a penalty the agent incurs whenever she fails to

perform. This penalty enables the principal to maintain the same incentives to perform

with smaller rewards. On balance an increase in� (0; v) changes the principalís total cost

at the rate of
dCp

d� (0; v)
= ��� (e)� + (1��� (e))S:

If ��� (e)� + (1 � �� (e))S < 0 costs are reduced by threatening termination. Note

however, as we approach continuous time with� ! 0 that dCp

d�(0;v)
! S > 0 so that

termination increases total costs. The rationale for this Önding is that as the length

between periods shrinks, the likelihood of a discovery within one period becomes arbitrarily

small. The threat of termination for non performance can not induce the agent to work

harder since she is unlikely to discover a new technology in the next instant no matter

how much she searches.

Summarizing our Öndings to this point and providing a characterization of the cost

minimizing search process in continuous time we have:

Proposition 1: Any feasible e¤ort sequence fe (v)g is implemented at least cost to the

principal by a contract: �m � f�m (v) ; �m (v0; v)g with these features:

(i) The contract is stationary depending only on the current technology v:

(ii) Agents are paid a terminal fee �m (v) that may be an equity share of the prin-

cipalís terminal surplus once search is completed.

(iii) Agents are never terminated.

(iv) Agents earn rent �(v) = c(v)e(v)(1�)+g(v)
r

for v � v̂m.
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3.3.2 Optimal Monitored Search

The principal selects an e¤ort sequencefe (v)g for v � v̂m; and a terminal technology v̂m

subject to the constraint that fe (v)g be implementable byf� (v)g, the least cost payment

schedule, in order to solve the following continuous-time dynamic program

rWm (v) = max
em(v);v̂m

w (v) + � (em)

264
R v̂m
v
(Wm (v0)�Wm (v)) dF+

+
R �v
v̂m

�
!(v)
r
�Wm (v)� �m (v)

�
dF

375 : (9)

The principalís expected surplus appreciates at the rate at which new intermediate and

terminal technologies are discovered. The optimal payment�m (v) for completing the

search is set by the condition

dWm

dem
dem

d�m
+
dWm

d�m
= 0: (10)

Thus, we have
dWm

dem
dem

d�m
= � (em) ~F (v̂m) > 0:

Equation (10) implies that the amount of e¤ort induced is distorted below the surplus

maximizing level, at which the principalís surplus is maximized. This is done to reduce

the agency rents accruing to the privately informed agent, similar to the distortions that

arise in static agency settings. This suggests that the rate of search is likely to be slower

under monitored search than under direct search where the principal is unconcerned about

reducing agency costs.

The stopping rule for terminating search is given by the condition

! (v̂m)

r
�Wm (v̂m) = 0:

The beneÖts from further search are exhausted at̂vm. Searching beyond̂vm yields negative

returns.10 It seems intuitive that the search will be stopped at an lower technology under

monitored search as compared to direct search. This is because the surplus generated

under monitored search is less than under direct search because of the agency costs of

search. Hence the returns from continuing to search are smaller when an agent conducts

the search.
10It easily veriÖed that there is a unique v̂m satisfying the stopping rule whenever!0 (v) is su¢ ciently

large
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As the search progresses and new technologies are discovered the incentives for the

principal and agent to continue searching will change in predictable ways. To gain some

insight about this process, consider how a discovery e¤ects the principalís behavior on the

margin. As the technology improves, the principalís optimal �m (v) payment as charac-

terized by (10) adjusts so as to maintain a constant level of variable search costs such

that
dc (v) em (v)

dv
= cve

m(v) + emv c (v) = 0:

Hence if marginal search costs falls with a new discovery so thatcv < 0 the principal

can induce a moderate increase in e¤ort to speed the rate of discovery, while keeping the

agentís rent �(v) = (1�)c(v)em(v)+g(v)


at a constant level. However when search costs fall

the agent will want to increase e¤ort above the principalís desired level. This will call for

a reduction in the payment the agent receives to dampen his incentives to search. Hence

in situations where discovery increases the agentís incentives to search, the principal will

respond by reducing payments for new discovery.

In contrast, suppose that a new discovery has no a¤ect on marginal cost, but rather

it increases the private beneÖtg (v) that the agent enjoys from searching. This arises for

instance when the agent can beneÖt more from working with a more advanced technology

As a result of this the agentís incentives to search further will decrease as the remaining

beneÖts to be captured fall with each new discovery. In this situation wherediscovery

decreases the agentís incentives to search the principal will respond by increasing payments

for new discovery in order keep the agentís e¤ort at the same level.

The following Proposition summarizes the preceding arguments and characterizes the

optimal search when agents can be monitored.

Proposition 2: There is a unique MPE for monitored search. The optimal program is

implemented by terminal payments, �m (v) � 0 with these properties:

(i) Discovery proceeds at the optimal rate em (v) = argmaxeW
m (v) until technology

level v̂m is discovered: At v̂m further gains from search are exhausted with !(v̂m)
r

=

Wm (v̂m).

(ii) Payments �m (v) decrease when when cv < 0 or wv > 0 such that discovery increases

incentives to search.
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(iii) Payments �m (v) increase when gv > 0 such that discovery decreases incentives to

search.

(iv) As compared to direct search, e¤ort is less (em (v) < ep (v)) and search is less exten-

sive (v̂m < v̂p) under monitored search.

A clear implication of these Öndings is the necessity of monitoring for implementing

search with terminal payments. It is only because the agentís current technology can

be monitored that it is possible to support search with terminal payments that change

according to the initial technology. Without monitoring, each agent could claim to have

begun from an initial technology that would maximize her payments for discovery. If for

instance,�m (v) is decreasing withv; an agent is better o¤ not reporting interim discoveries

because she will receive a smaller reward if she reaches the terminal state from a more

advanced technology. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where a hypothetical payment schedule

is depicted. In regions where terminal payments are increasing, the agent has an incentive

to disclose small discoveries, whereas this isnít the case in regions where discoveries are

decreasing

The prediction of Proposition 2 regarding the e¤ects of agency on search is also inter-

esting for its implication about relative performance in di¤erent settings. Recent empirical

Öndings by Levitt and Syverson (forthcoming), Bernheim and Meer (2007) and Hendel,

Nevo, and Ortalo-Magné (2007) are consistent with our predictions on the e¤ects of agency

on search. These studies compare the prices at which houses are sold when the houses are

marketed by an agent who represents a client seller as compared to when the agent owns

the house herself. The studies Önd that agent owned houses are typically sold for a higher

price and that the time required to sell the house is shorter (correcting for the sales price)

than a client owned houses. These Öndings are predicted by our model which shows that

search will proceed slower and will be terminated sooner when search is conducted by an

agent who represents a client rather than representing herself.

3.4 Renegotiation Proof Equilibrium

The monitored search contract that weíve derived above displays some distinctive features.

These include provisions for stationary terms that donít depend on time, performance

payments that are awarded only after search is completed, permanent tenure for agents
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and performance payments that are calibrated to the current technology. Moreover the

contract is ine¢ cient, as it induces a incomplete search that proceeds too slowly. The fact

that the contract is not e¢ cient and that it is special in some respects calls into question

how robust the provisions are to di¤erent environments and which of our assumptions

about agency setting are important for rationalizing the equilibrium.

Perhaps the stationarity of the contract is the most striking feature of the agency

equilibrium. Provisions for terminating a non performing agent after a given period of time

or paying greater rewards for discoveries that are made earlier are ruled out in equilibrium.

It seems likely that the Markov Perfect equilibrium impose consistency requirements on

the contract that preclude non stationary payments or terminations. After all a contract

that was optimal for a given payo¤ relevant state at one time must still be optimal later

on provided the state is the same and there is no new information.

An important insight due to Bergemann and Hege(06) is to suggest that Markov equi-

librium strategies may be equivalent to renegotiation proof-subgame perfect equilibrium in

some settings. The intuition for this is that Markovian equilibrium impose consistency in

behavior, in that the best reply strategies that are feasible for one subgame must continue

to be feasible at another (payo¤ equivalent) subgame. This is close , and in some cases

identical, to the requirements for best replies strategies to be weakly renegotiation proof.

To illustrate this equivalence in our setting, consider the following simple example of a

monitored search that has reached the terminal technologŷvm: At this stage the interaction

between principal and agent becomes a repeated game, which terminates after the next

discovery v > v̂m: If f~�t; ~et; ~qtg is a weakly renegotiation proofSPE it follows that for all

payo¤ relevant equivalent histories,ht and ht0 that

fWm (ht) ;�
m (ht)g = fWm (ht0) ;�

m (ht0)g : (11)

Otherwise if (11) didnít hold renegotiation proofness would be violated. Moreover itís easy

to demonstrate that there is a unique weakly renegotiation proofSPE that is described by

the strategies: the principal o¤ersf�m (v̂)g as long as there has been no discovery and the

agent has previously accepted all contracts. The principal reverts to the uniqueMPE of

o¤ering f�m (v̂)g if the agent deviates and does not accept the contract. The agent accepts

any contract that she expects to break even on and she selects an e¤ort which maximizes

her expected payo¤. Notice Önally that (11) is trivially satisÖed by MPE continuation
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strategies as well. Moreover there is also a uniqueMPE for this game. Hence it follows

the two equilibrium are the same.

More generally we have:

Proposition 3: The unique MPE and weakly renegotiation proof SPE are equivalent.

In view of Proposition 4 itís important to explain how agency search can be ine¢ cient

when it is generated through a bargaining process which is renegotiation proof. Ine¢ cien-

cies persist because the agency contract can only be renegotiated after each period. This

means that an ine¢ cient allocation of e¤ort or an ine¢ cient termination of an agent can

not be renegotiated before it occurs. Only renegotiation of contract provisions, and not

the parties performance under the contract are subject to renegotiation. This implies that

the parties can and do commit to behave ine¢ ciently during the period covered by the

current contract.

4 Delegated Search

It is more di¢ cult to motivate the agent to search when his progress canít be observed.

Under monitored search the agentís incentives to discover may be adjusted by the principal

according to the agentís previous success. Under delegated search it is the agent who

determines incentives for future discovery by what he decides to disclose. Whereas the

agentís progress is automatically observed under monitoring, under delegation the agent

must be induced to disclose what he has discovered. Hence the agent may conceal whether

she succeeded in making any discovery at all or whether she has discovered a break through

technology that would cause the project to be terminated, for instance. The agent may

prefer to conceal or make incremental disclosures of her progress to extend the project

and receive greater rewards for her work. This motive to conceal progress is particularly

strong when the agent derives private beneÖt from working on the project, which declines

as the project nears completion.

4.1 Equilibrium under Delegated Search

The sequence of events that transpires under delegated search is the same as before with the

exception that (a) after each search the agent privately observes the discovery realization

and (b) she makes a disclosure of her discovery~v (t) to the principal. Since the agentís
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progress is not publicly observed the histories of observable events for the principal and

agent must diverge. The agent continues to observe all of the previous strategic decisions,

as well all of the actual discoveries she has made, so that her private history in continuous

time is given by

h (t) = f� (t0) ; e (t0) ; v (t0) ; ~v (t0)gt0<t :

The principal observes only his own decisions and the discoveries disclosed by the agent,

so his private history is
~h(t) = f� (t0) ; e (t0) ; ~v (t0)gt0<t :

The principal forms a posterior belief of the distribution G (v) := G
�
v j ~h(t

�
) of the

highest discovered technology based on his private history and beliefís about the agentís

strategies, This distribution is Bayesian updated after each disclosure based on the prin-

cipalís beliefs about the agentís e¤ort and disclosure strategies.

The principalís strategies are:

� : ~H(t)� ~v (t) ! R+

q : ~H(t)� ~v (t) ! � f0; 1g :

The principal o¤ers payments for disclosed (rather than) actual discoveries, and the deci-

sion to quit searching depends on the principalís personal history. The agentís strategies

are
e : H (t) � � ! R+

� : H(t) � v (t) ! f0; [v;max [vh; v (0) v (t)]]g :
The agentís e¤ort choice is conditioned on his private history and the current period

contract payment. The agentís disclosure choice depends on his private history and his

current period discovery. The agent may disclose no discovery, represented by� = ?;
or she may disclose any technology that does not exceed the highest technology actually

discovered by the end of periodt: This restriction on feasible disclosures reáects the idea

that an agent may hide progress but they may not claim more than they have achieved.

The relevant equilibrium for this setting of delegated search is a Bayesian Perfect

Equilibrium which is speciÖed below by:

DeÖnition A sequence of strategies
�
qd; � d; ed; �d

	t=1
t=0

comprises a Bayesian Perfect
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Equilibrium provided for all histories h(t) and ~h (t) that

W d
�
qd j ~h (t) ; G

�
v j ~h (t)

��
� W d

�
q j ~h (t) ; G

�
v j ~h (t)

��
for all q

W d
�
� d j ~h (t) ; G

�
v j ~h (t)

��
� W d

�
� j ~h (t) ; G

�
v j ~h (t)

��
for all �

�d
�
ed; � j h (t)

�
� �d (e; � j h (t)) for all e; �

�d
�
�d; � j h (t)

�
� �d (�; � j h (t)) for all �; �

and G (v) is Bayesian updated by the principalís correct beliefs about the agentís strategies

wherever possible

The four optimality conditions insure the sequential optimality of the equilibrium strat-

egy decisions. The restriction on the distribution function ensures the principal is updating

his beliefs based on his conjectures about the agentís strategies, wherever possible.

4.2 Delegated Search: Discovery Increasing Incentives

We begin our characterization of delegated search by inquiring whether monitored search

can be implemented under delegation. In principle this would require the agent to faithfully

disclose each new discovery as it occurs. But under delegation the agent will only disclose a

discovery if her expected surplus increases as a result. Consider the incentives for disclosure

under a program in which the principal o¤ers the agent a reward� d (~v0) whenever she

discloses a new discovery~v0: A necessary condition for implementing monitored search is

that the agent receives the same expected payo¤ from discovery under delegation than she

receives under monitored search. This requires

~F (v̂) �m (~v) =

Z �v

~v

� d (~v0) dF: (12)

Di¤erentiating (12) with respect to ~v one can solve for� d (~v) as � d (~v) = � ~F (v̂)�mv (~v)
f(~v)

and

the agent receives payment

� (~v0; ~v) =

Z ~v0

~v

� ~F (v̂) �mv (~v)
f (~v)

dv (13)

for disclosing a discovery~v0 from ~v. Denote by �d (v; v) the continuation surplus for the

agent who has previously discoveredv and disclosedv. Given rewards
�
� d (~v)

	
the agentís
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expected surplus under this program is represented by

r�d(v; v) = max
e;�

�c(v)e (v) + g (v) (14)

+�(e)

Z v̂

v

�
�d (v0; � (v0; v))� � (� (v0; v) ; v)� �d(v; v)

�
dF;

where the agent selects a disclosures� (v0; v) which is less than or equal to the actual

discovery v0 . The agent prefers full disclosure provided� d (~v) is increasing in ~v: This

requires that �mv (~v) � 0 according to (13). This suggests that the monitored search

program where rewards are decreasing in technology can be implemented under delegated

search by o¤ering payments� d (~v).11 Moreover, monitored search can not be implemented

under delegation when the monitored search program requires payments,�m (v) which are

strictly increasing for somev:

Summarizing our Öndings we have,

Proposition 4: Monitored search programs with decreasing payments �m (v) can be im-

plemented in PBE such that
�
W d (v) ;�d (v; v)

�
= (Wm (v) ;�m (v)) with the follow-

ing strategies:

(i) � d (~v j h (t)) = � �mv (~v)f(~v)
~F (v̂m)

; q (~v) =

�
0 if ~v � v̂m
1 if ~v > v̂m;

(ii) ed (� j h (t)) = em
�
vh(t); �

m
�
; �d (v; ~v) = v;

(iii) G
�
v j ~ht

�
=

�
0 if v � ~vh
1 if ~v > ~vh:

The Bayesian Perfect Equilibrium described in Proposition 4 is constructed by replac-

ing the actual discovered technology by the disclosed technology in the principalís optimal

contract. Under delegation the agent is rewarded with a positive payment equal to the

decrease in rewards she expects to receive in the future due to her discovery. The agent is

not harmed by her disclosure and thus is willing to reveal any improvements she makes.

Delegation di¤ers from monitoring in that the agent receives interim payments for any

progress she reports whereas she is paid only upon completion under monitored search.
11The principal must prefer to implement the monitored search under these conditions. This is insured

if wv > 0 so that the principal prefers to know what progress has been achieved in order to implement
the improvements. When wv = 0; itís possible the principal prefers non disclosure, if it enables him to
implement search at a lower cost.
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Nonetheless the agent receives the sameexpected payments under both and thus she sup-

plies the same e¤ort in each state under either monitoring or delegation. Hence monitoring

is not necessary, the search may be entirely delegated to the agent.

It is important to understand why search can be delegated only in those settings where

discovery increases incentives for future search. The reason is that when a discovery occurs

the principal wishes to reduce future rewards because the agent requires less payment to

supply e¤ort. The agent is content to reveal his discovery so long as he is compensated

for the reduced rewards he will receive in the future The principal is happy to provide

this compensation, because it allows him to o¤er lower payments in the future. Hence

the incentives of the two parties to induce disclosure are well aligned in this case, so that

it is not necessary for the principal to monitor the agent since the agent will voluntarily

disclose any discovery to the principal.

4.3 Delegated Search: Discovery Decreasing Incentives

In contrast when discovery decreases incentives to continue search the interests of the agent

and principal can not be aligned. The principal wants to increase payments after a small

discovery, realizing the incentives for the agent to search are reduced. But if the agent

makes a large discovery that terminates search, she will only disclose part of the discovery

in order to receive a greater payment for the terminal discovery in the future. Hence there

is no way to align the incentives of the agent and principal to disclose in this setting.

4.3.1 Model

This calls into question what search programs may be implemented under delegation when

discovery decreases incentives for further search? To analyze this we turn to a special case

of our model with the following features. Assume for simplicity there exists three relevant

technology intervals I0 = (v; v1]; I1 = (v1; v̂]; I2 = (v̂; �v] ; where v < v1 < v̂ < �v: The

search begins withv 2 I0: The principal receives beneÖts!(v̂)
r

once a technologyv 2 I2 has

been discovered. The probability of drawingv 2 Io; I1; I2 is respectivelyp0; p1; p2 where

pi > 0 for all i and p0+ p1+ p2 = 1: We assume the unit cost of e¤ort is constant but that

the agentís Öxed áow beneÖts increase as the technology increases fromI0 to I1 so that

g0 < g1: This insures the incentives to search further are reduced after a discovery ofv 2
I1:for the agent in intervals I0 and I1 by g0 and g1 respectively with .
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The principal selects a payment strategy�
�
~h (t)

�
to reward a disclosure ofv 2 I2

conditional on his private history ~h (t) =
n
� (t0) ; ~I (t0)

o
t0�t

where ~I (t0) is the sequence of

previous disclosures. O¤ering just a reward for the Önal discovery is su¢ cient to implement

the principalís preferred search for this setting. The agent with current technology Ii; de-

noted by Ai; selects an e¤ort allocationei (h (t) ; �) and a disclosure policy�i (h (t) ; � ; v0) :

The strategies are conditional on� ; the current payment, on the current discovery v0 and

on the agentís private history, h(t) =
n
� (t0) ; e (t0) ; I (t0) ; ~I (t0)

o
t0�t

consisting of previous

strategic decisions as well as the sequence of the agentís actual discoveries.A0s disclo-

sure policy �i is a mixed strategy mapping from the set of histories and new discoveries

into the set of feasible disclosuresSi = fj j j � ig : �ji is the probability that Ai discloses

technology j � i
The principalís posterior of the di¤erent agent types Ai is denoted by�i for i = 0; 1; 2

and � = (�o; �1; �2) is the corresponding probability distribution. Since an Ai may only

disclose technologies less or equal toIi a lower bound for the distribution � is ~I~h(t) the

highest technology disclosed in history~h(t): The principal Bayesian updates his priors

� after each period, based on~I~h and his knowledge of the agentís disclosure and e¤ort

allocation strategies.

Let W d
�
� j ~h (t)

�
and �di (h (t)) represent the surplus functions for the principal and

agent typeAi agent respectively. The principal selects
n
� d
�
~h (t)

�o
to maximizeW d

�
� j ~h (t)

�
and Ai selectsfei; �ig to maximize �di (h (t))

4.3.2 Delegated Search Equilibrium

To gain some insight for how the parties behave in this setting, letís Örst conjecture what

the equilibrium disclosure policy for the agent might look like. Itís seems intuitively clear

that in equilibrium, disclosure of the terminal discovery must be gradual. Otherwise if

disclosure were immediate, then the principal would infer that any agent who had not yet

disclosed should receive a greater payment for Önal discovery to induce her to search more.

Hence an agent with a terminal discovery would beneÖt by delaying disclosure to receive

greater compensation in the future.

In order for there to be gradual disclosure,A2 must be indi¤erent as to when she

discloses. This requires that the payment� (�) is increasing at the rate ofr; during periods

of no disclosure. OtherwiseA2 would immediately disclose or wait until the discounted
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payment had reached a maximum. Suppose for instance that~I~h(t) = I1 so that the principal

expects the agent is either typeA1 or A2 with probabilities �1 and �2 respectively. In order

for the payment to grow at the rate r during a period of no disclosure,�2 must be falling

at a certain rate, d�2
dt
; to satisfy the condition

�
d�
dt
= r�

�
that real payments are constant,

where � (�1; �2) is the payment that maximizesW d (�1; �2) and

d�

dt
=

�
� d�
d�1

+
d�

d�2

�
d�2
dt
: (15)

For each instant of no disclosures, the prior�2 adjusts at the rate at

d�2
dt

= �1� (e (� 1)) p2 � �1�2 �22 (�2) ; (16)

where�1� (e (� 1)) p2 is the rate at which A1 types becomeA2 types through new discovery

and��1�2 �22 (�2) is the rate at which the likelihood of A2 is Bayesian downgraded because

of no disclosure. In order for�2 to adjust at the required rate A2 must disclose at the rate

�22 (�2) that satisÖes (16) such that

�22 (�2) =
d�2
dt
� �1� (e (� 1)) p2

�1�2
(17)

But since A2 is indi¤erent to when he discloses, the rate of disclosure�22 required to

maintain the reward at the required level to support mixing is an optimal response for the

agent.

It turns out these conjectures are supported by the following:

Proposition 5: A PBE
�
� d; ed; �d

	
for delegated search with discovery decreasing in-

centives exists with strategies and beliefs � that satisfy

(i)
�
�
~h (t)

�
maximizesW d

�
~h (t)

�
for all ~h (t)

ed (h (t) ; �) ,�d (h (t) �)maximize �d (h (t)) for all h (t) and �

Along the equilibrium path:

(ii) For all ~h (t) such that ~Ih(t) = Io ,� d
�
~h (t)

�
= � d (1; 0; 0)

The principal presumes there have been no discoveries until the Örst disclosure;

(iii) For all ~h (t) such that ~Ih = I1 ,� d
�
~h (t)

�
= � d

�
0; �1

�
~h (t)

�
; �2

�
~h (t)

��
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The principal selects rewards under the presumption that there has been partial

disclosure of discovery;

(iv) For all h (t) such that Ih = 1 or �d1 (h (t)) = 1

Type 1 agents fully disclose their discovery;

(v) For all h (t) such that Ih = 2;then �22
�
h (t) ; � d

�
; �12

�
h (t) ; � d

�
> 0

Type 2 mixes between partial and complete disclosure;

(vi) For all ~h (t) such that Ih = 1 and �2
�
~h (t)

�
> 0; d�(0;�1;�2

dt
= r�(0; �1; �2)

The real reward remains constant until there is Önal disclosure or the likelihood of

a type 2 agent is zero.

Along the equilibrium path the agent begins in I0: The agent is o¤ered a constant

payment � (1; 0; 0) which maximizesW d (1; 0; 0) until she discloses a discoveryv 2 I1 or

v 2 I2: The agent allocates e¤ort e0 which maximizes her proÖts�do until she makes a

discovery v: If v 2 I1 the agent disclosesI1 and continues her search until she makes

another discovery. It the initial discovery is v 2 I2 the agent mixes between disclosingI2
and I1: If the agent disclosesI2 she receives payment� (1; 0; 0) and the search is terminated.

Otherwise the agent disclosesI1 and stops searching and waits until a later time to disclose

I2: In order for A2 to postpone disclosure, the real payment must be constant so that� ()

must be be rising at the rate r: In equilibrium the principal believes �2 is falling as long

as no disclosure has yet occurred.A2 is indi¤erent to disclosure so she discloses at a rate

to support the principals updated beliefs about types. Eventually if there is no disclosure

of I2 after some period, the principal correctly concludes that the agent must beA1. The

payment for terminal success then converges to� (0; 1; 0) the optimal payment for an agent

starting in I1.

The delegated equilibrium portrayed in Proposition 5 has the property we anticipated

that disclosure is gradual. Agents delay disclosing Önal discovery in order to secure greater

rewards for their search. The principal can not commit to keeping the payment for Önal

discovery low, if he knows the agent has made intermediate progress. Therefore an agent

will not immediate disclose the discovery because he could receive greater rewards by
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waiting. The principal correctly infers that agents who have disclosed an intermediate

discovery, may have already Önished their search. Therefore the principal only raises

rewards gradually, only after he becomes convinced that the agent is still searching and

therefore needs an inducement to continue.

The equilibrium exhibits the often observed time delays and cost escalation that seem to

plague agency contracts. It appears that when discovery decreases incentives to Önish the

search that such deterioration in performance is inevitable for the reasons weíve discussed

here. In e¤ect, the agency relationship deteriorates over time into a type of "two-sided

holdup.". The agent delays completing the search to receive greater payment. while the

principal delays increasing payment until he is convinced it is necessary to induce the agent

to Önishing searching.

Since the contract terms change over time, until terminal disclosure, it appears that the

contract is non stationary and that it varies with time. This arise even though the costs

and beneÖts from search do vary over time. In reality, the contract is exhibiting a type of

pseudo non stationarity. The perceived state of the relationship is changing systematically

overtime, so that contract terms that track those variations in states appear to change

with time rather than with changing perceptions.

Finally it is apparent that monitoring is most valuable in these setting where induc-

ing completion of a project grows more di¢ cult with each discovery. In those case the

incentives of the principal and agent for disclosure can not be aligned. The result is a dys-

functional search process where the agent holds out to receive greater payments and the

principal resists increasing rewards until he learns that the search has not been completed.

5 Conclusion

This paper derives the optimal dynamic contract and organization structure for a principal

who hires an agent to search for innovations. The principal does not know how diligently

the agent works or what discoveries she obtains unless he monitors her progress. The prin-

cipal directs the agent in one of two ways in order to resolve these information problems.

The Örst is through monitored search whereby the principal monitors the agentís progress

during the search process. Under monitoring the agent is rewarded with a Önal payment

upon completion of the project. The payment varies according to size of the terminal

discovery. By observing the agentís progress the principal can adjust payments to the
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agent to either increase or decrease her rate of discovery as desired. To minimize the cost

of agency search the principal induces the agent to search at a lower intensity level and to

terminate search at a lower discovery level than is optimal.

The second process for managing the agent is through delegated search. In this in-

stance, the principal is unable to observe discoveries directly. He must therefore rely on

agent to disclose her progress. Payments for discoveries must be structured in such a way

as to induce the agent to disclose her progress. Since delaying disclosure or only reporting

a portion of discovery is always possible, the principal must reward larger discoveries with

greater payments if she is to induce the agent to fully reveal her progress. This constrains

the types of search programs the principal can implement under delegation. For instance

programs in which incentives to search increase as the project progresses can not be im-

plemented because this requires that smaller terminal discoveries receive greater rewards

than larger discoveries which is not incentive compatible. In such instances this means

that payments will be not respond to interim discoveries, and that agents of di¤erent types

(at di¤erent stages of the project) will receive the same rewards so that bunching will arise.

Our analysis is but a Örst attempt at analyzing dynamic agency relationships. Moreover

the model of search we consider is special in several respects. Consequently there are several

extensions of our analysis that one might pursue. For instance, other forms of search and

innovation that require riskier and more creative approaches to research might be analyzed

using our framework. Mansoís (2007) study of how to induce innovation could be adopted

to a dynamic agency setting like ours to discovery what types of dynamic contracts and

organizations are best suited to manage creativity. Another possibility is to study the

optimal degree of concentration in research, and whether innovation is best done by one or

sever independent research groups. This would address the question of how organization

structure can address the problems of information asymmetries and alignment of dynamic

incentives that are central to dynamic agency relationships. A Önal promising direction for

further research is to consider how property rights over new discoveries can be allocated

between the principal and agent through the stages of discovery to align incentives and

facilitate the disclosure of information.
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6 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1 and 2: Propositions 1 and 2 are proved together through a

sequence of steps. To begin we Örst consider the problem in discrete time with periods

of duration � > 0: and then consider the limiting case in which� ! 0 to derive the

continuous time formulation:

Agentís discrete time problem:

In what follows we assume the principal adopts a stopping rule in which he terminates

search once a technology equal to or greater than̂vm 2 (v; �v) has been discovered. Below

we verify this is optimal. Under this assumption, the expected surplus for an agent who

is o¤ered contract f� t; �tg given state vht < v̂m is

�mt (v) = max
et
(g (vt)� c (vt) et (vt))� (A1)

+��� (et)

Z v̂m

v

((1� � (v0; v))�m (max(v0; vt))) dF

+��� (et) ~F (v̂
m) � (v)

+� (1��� (et))�m (v) (1� � (0; v)) :

The agent selectse (v) to maximize (A1) : Hence the condition for the optimal e¤ort

allocation as�! 0 becomes

c (v) = �0 (e)

�Z v̂m

v

�m (v0)� �m (v) dF (v0) + ~F (v̂m) (� (v)� �m (v))
�
= 0: (A2)

For future reference we record the e¤ect of greater payments on the optimal e¤ort alloca-

tions as
dem

d�
= ��

0(em)2 ~F (v̂m)

�00 (em) c (v)
=
(1� ) ~F (v̂m)� (e (v))

c (v) em (v)
:

Note also that we may solve for the continuous time surplus function for the agent by

multiplying (A1) by (1 + r�) and dividing by � and letting � go to zero to obtain

r�m (v) = max
e(v)

�C (e (v) ; v) + � (e)

0@ R v̂m
v
(�m (v0)� �m (v)) dF (v0)

+ ~F (v̂m) (� (v)� �m (v))

1A (A3)

It follows from (A3) and (A2) that

�m (v) =
c (v) em (v) (1� ) + g (v)

r
for v � v̂m:
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This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

Now consider the principalís problem in discrete time,

Wm
t (v) = �W

m
t+� (v) + max

�;v̂m
��� (et)

0B@
R v̂m
v

�
Wm
t+� (v

0)�Wm
�+� (v)

�
)dF+

+
R �v
v̂m

�
�!(v)

�r
�Wm

t+� (v)� �m (v)
�
dF

1CA (A4)

Now by multiplying by (1 + r�) and dividing by � and letting �! 0 in (A4) we obtain

the continuous time dynamic program is

rWm (v) = max
�m;v̂m

� (et)

0B@
R v̂m
v
(Wm (v0)�Wm (v)))dF+

+
R �v
v̂m

�
!(v)
r
�Wm (v)� �m (v)

�
dF

1CA : (A5)

The conditions for the optimal payments and the optimal stopping technology are given

respectively by

0 =
dWm

dem
dem

d�m
+
dWm

d�m
(A6)

= �0 (e)

0B@
R v̂m
v
(Wm (v0)�Wm (v)))dF+

+
R �v
v̂m

�
!(v)
r
�Wm (v)� �m (v)

�
dF

1CA � ~F (v̂m)�02 (em (v))
c (v) em (v)�00

!
� � (e) ~F (v̂m) ;

!(v̂)

r
�Wm (v̂m) = 0: (A7)

By di¤erentiating (A6) and (A2) totally with respect to v we obtain the following two

di¤erential equations involving ev; cv; gv and � v:

cve (v) + c (v) ev = 0 (A8)

� v

0@ ~F (v̂m) r�(e (v))

r + �
�
e (v) ~F (v)

�
1A = �cv (e(v)

0@r + � (e) ~F (v)� �(e (v) ~F (v)
r + �

�
e (v) ~F (v)

�
1A

+ev (�c(v) (1� )

+gv

0@ �(e (v)

r + �
�
e (v) ~F (v)

�
1A : (A9)
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Combining these two equations weíre able to solve for� v as a function of cv and gv to

obtain

� v = cv

�
(e(v)

~F (v̂m)�(e (v))

�
+

�
gv

~F (v̂m) r

�
: (A10)

From (A10) we can verify that parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3 hold.

Now to obtain part (iv) note that from (A6) and (A8) we have

Wm (v) =
c (v) e (v) (1� )

r2
;

Wv = 0:

This implies that there exists a unique v̂m that satisÖes the stopping condition (A7).

Further the stopping condition under direct search is given by

!(v̂p)

r
�W p (v̂p) = 0: (A11)

It follows that W p (v) > Wm (v) for all v < v̂m,v̂p since the direct search can duplicate

any monitored search process, without incurring any rents. Consequently it follows from

(A11) and (A7) that v̂p > v̂m. Moreover, itís easy to show that

W p (v) =
(1� ) c (v) em (v) + g (v)

r
(A12)

> Wm (v)

=
(1� ) c (v) ep (v)

2r
;

thus implying that ep (v) > em (v) : This completes the proof of part (iv) of Proposition 2.

Finally to prove that the MPE is unique, we Örst note that starting at the unique

stopping point v̂m the equilibrium is unique from that state forward. At v̂m the unique

values of the strategies aref� (v̂m) ; e (v̂m)g For v < v̂m the e¤ort strategy, em (v) is

uniquely deÖned by

em (v) =
e (v̂m) c (v̂m)

c (v)

and the payment strategy �m (v) is uniquely deÖned by

� (v) = � (v) +
c (v) e (v)

� (e (v)) ~F (v̂m)

=
c (v̂m) e (v̂m) (1� ) + g (v)

r
+

c (v̂m) e (v̂m)

�
�
e(v̂m)c(v̂m)

c(v)

�
~F (v̂m)

:
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Hence theMPE is unique.

Proof of Proposition 3: (Sketch) The proof proceeds by demonstrating that any

SBE with weakly renegotiation proof strategies must be stationary. It then follows that

any stationary SBE must be a MPE. Therefore since there is a unique MPE, it must

coincide with the weakly renegotiation proof SPE.

Suppose there exists a weakly renegotiation proof SPE with non stationary strategies.

That implies that there is a history ht with a subsequence(ht0 ; ht00) at which vht0 = vht00
such that strategies selected atht0 and ht00 are di¤erent for one or both players. It follows

that the players value functions remain constant along this sequence by the deÖnition of

weakly renegotiation proof SBE. This implies there must be multiple SPE all of which

yield the same values for both players. Since the players could pick the same continuation

strategies along the path, there must therefore be multiple stationary SBE all of which

yield the same payo¤s to the players.

It follows that any stationary weakly renegotiation proof SPE must be an MPE. Since

there is a unique MPE, there must therefore be unique stationary weakly negotiatied SPE.

Hence the two equilibrium must be equivalent.

Proof of Proposition 4: Given � d
�
~v j ~h (t)

�
the agentís best e¤ort and disclosure

responses
�
ed; �d

	
solve the following dynamic program

r�d(v; v) = max
e;�

�c(v)e (v) + g (v)

+�(e)

Z v̂

v

�
�d (v0; � (v0; v))� � (� (v0; v) ; v)� �d(v; v)

�
dF:

The optimal e¤ort response ised (vh; �) = em (v; �m) and the optimal disclosure is�d (v; ~v) =

v since� (� (v0; v) ; v) is increasing in� given that �mv � 0 by construction of the disclosure

payments. Given the agentís e¤ort and disclosure strategies
�
ed; �d

	
the principal optimal

payment response is� (~v0; ~v) =
R ~v0
~v

� ~F (v̂)�mv (~v)
f(~v)

dv. This strategy and the quitting strategy

qd implement the monitored search outcome, which is the optimal one among those where

the agent can perfectly monitor the agentsíprogress. Finally the Bayesian updated beliefs

G
�
v j ~ht

�
given � d; ed; qd are given by part (iii) of the Proposition.

Proof of Proposition 5: The proof proceeds in three steps. First we verify that

given the principalís payment strategy, � d
�
~h (t)

�
and beliefs about the agentís responses,
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the agentís actual responses of
�
ed (h (t) ; �) ; �d (h (t) ; �)

	
are optimal. The second step

is to show that given
�
ed (h (t) ; �) ; �d (h (t) ; �)

	
the principalís beliefs are correct and the

payment strategy is an optimal response. Finally we verify that the principalís beliefs

about the agentís type are Bayesian updated appropriately.

The principalís payment strategy satisÖes the following:

� d
�
~h (t)

�
= � d (1; 0; 0) for h (t) such that ~Ih = Io

� d
�
~h (t)

�
= � d (0; �1; �2) for h (t) such that ~Ih = I1

where � d (h (t)) is the payment that maximizesW d (h (t)) and �
�
~h (t)

�
is the principalís

beliefs about the agentís types given historyh (t) : The principalís corresponding beliefs

about the agentís type and her behavior are that

For all ~h (t) such that ~I~h = Io : �
�
~h(t
�
= (1; 0; 0) and (eo; �o) =

�
edo; �

d
o

�
For all ~h (t) such that ~I~h = I1 : �

�
~h(t
�
= (0; �1

�
~h (t)

�
; �2

�
~h (t)

�
) and (eo; �o) =

�
edo; �

d
o

�
and the agentís type and behavior is self evident for all histories~h (t) such that ~I~h = I2 as

the search is terminated.

Itís easy to verify that the agentís actual e¤ort and disclosure strategies
�
edi ; �

d
i

	
are an

optimal response to the principalís payments. In particular as long as the agent is type 0,

his best response is to allocate e¤ortedo as that maximizes his expected proÖts. Moreover,

once the agent makes a discovery his best response is to disclose~I1 if he discoversI1 and

to either disclose~I1 or ~I2 if the discoversI2: The agent is indi¤erent as to what he discloses

because In the continuation game, the agent expects to be receive a discounted payment

of � (1; 0; 0) in the future as the terminal discovery payment is expected to rise at the rate

r:

Regarding the principal, his payment strategy � d
�
~h (t)

�
is a best response to the

agentís strategies, given the probabilities that she attaches to the agentís type from ob-

serving the history ~h (t) : In particular the optimal payment for the principal is � (1; 0; 0)

until the agent makes a disclosure. This is because the agent is a type 0 until she discloses

and the payment � (1; 0; 0) is optimal given the agentís type. Once a disclosure of~I1 has

been made the principalís best response is�
�
0; �1

�
~h (t)

�
; �2

�
~h(t
��

until a disclosure

of ~I2: The principal expects that a type 2 agent is indi¤erent between disclosing~I1 and
~I2. This expectation is correct in so far as the principal increases the terminal payment
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�
�
0; �1

�
~h (t)

�
; �2

�
~h(t
��

at the rate of r: The rate of increase in the terminal payment

is supported by the updating of the agent types that arises as long as a terminal discovery

is not disclosed. This requires that

r� (0; 1� �2; �2) =
d�

d�2

d�2
dt

=
d�

d�2
(1� �2)� (e1 (� (�2))) p2 � (1� �2)�2�2 (I1) :

Or solving for the disclosure rate,�2
�
~I2

�
; we obtain

�2

�
~I2; �2

�
= (1� �2)� (e1 (� (�2))) p2 �

r� (�2)
d�
d�2

:

The disclosure of the terminal discovery must proceed at the rate�2
�
~I2; �2

�
to support

the principalís beliefs about the agentís type. Since the type 2 agent is indi¤erent to

disclosing or not, it is optimal for him to disclose at the required rate �2
�
~I2; �2

�
. This

completes the proof to Proposition 5.
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